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The description of electromagnetic reactions at intermediate energies, such as pion electroproduction or
~virtual! Compton scattering, traditionally starts from covariant tree-level Feynman diagrams~Born or pole
terms!. Internal hadron structure is included by means of~on-shell! form factors in the vertices while free
propagators are used. To overcome problems with gauge invariance, simple prescriptions, such as, choosing
F1

V(q2)5Fp(q2) in pion electroproduction or the ‘‘minimal substitution,’’ are used. We discuss the inherent
assumptions of such approaches and study the general structure of electromagnetic vertices and propagators for
pions and nucleons. We show which part of the vertex is entirely determined through the Ward-Takahashi
identity and point out that detailed features of theq2 dependence of the form factors cannot be derived from
this condition. Recipes to enforce gauge invariance, including the minimal substitution, are critically examined
in the light of the exact treatment. The interplay between irreducible contact terms and ‘‘off-shell effects’’ in
vertices and propagators is demonstrated for real Compton scattering on a pion. The need for a consistent
microscopic treatment of reaction amplitudes is stressed and illustrated by an example in the framework of
chiral perturbation theory. Shortcomings of the minimal substitution method when applied to effective
Lagrangians are pointed out.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.65.045202 PACS number~s!: 13.40.Gp, 13.60.Fz, 13.60.Le
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I. INTRODUCTION

High-precision experiments with electromagnetic prob
are presently being carried out at intermediate energie
investigate the internal structure of the participating hadr
and to probe details of the reaction dynamics. Recent
amples are virtual Compton scattering on the nucleon to
tract the~generalized! polarizabilities@1#, or pion electropro-
duction on the nucleon to determine the axial a
electromagnetic form factors of the nucleon and the pi
respectively @2,3#. Most theoretical descriptions of thes
intermediate-energy reactions are based on covariant
level Feynman diagrams~Born or pole terms!, where the free
hadron vertices are the building blocks. One limitation of t
Born-term approach is immediately obvious from a sim
observation: the two-step reactions under study necess
involve intermediate particles that are ‘‘off mass she
@4–6#. Nevertheless, encouraged by theorems that exp
reaction amplitudes in certain low-energy limits in terms
on-shell properties of the participating particles, it has be
customary to use ‘‘Born amplitudes,’’ which only involv
on-shell information in vertices and propagators. Intere
ingly enough, the papers deriving these low-energy theor
@7,8# were the first to point out the more complex structure
vertices and propagators in the general case at higher e
gies. What they also emphasized was that the internal st
ture of the hadrons necessarily leads to new classes of
plitudes ~see Fig. 1!. Both features are absent in the Bor
term description.

An objective criterion whether some important physics
missing is provided by gauge invariance. When form fact
are included in the Born terms, one typically obtains amp
tudes where the electromagnetic current to which the pho
0556-2813/2002/65~4!/045202~13!/$20.00 65 0452
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couples, is not conserved. Even though the cause of
problem can be understood and remedied by consiste
dealing with the origin of the internal structure, most autho
reverted to a variety ofad hocrecipes: terms are added b
hand or form factors are adjusted with the sole purpose
produce a conserved current. In pion electroproduction,
example, a commonly made assumption for this purpos
that the pion and nucleon isovector form factors are ident
@9–11#. Similarly, both the pion-pole term and the nucleo
pole term, which is needed for gauge invariance, are prop
tional to the pion form factor in the model@12,13# used to
analyze the data in Ref.@3#. These assumptions may ver
well limit the use of this model for extracting the pion form
factor from experiment.

Another way to preserve gauge invariance in phenome
logical models is the minimal substitution. It generates a
stricted or ‘‘minimal’’ set of terms that guarantees a gaug
invariant total amplitude. This recipe also has serio
shortcomings since the nonminimal terms, which it fails
produce, can be very important@14#. It has mainly been ap-
plied in pion photoproduction@15#, where the use of a stron
pion-nucleon form factor leads, in general, to a photoprod

FIG. 1. Examples of related one-particle-irreducible contrib
tions to the electromagnetic vertex of a nucleon~a! and to the
Compton-scattering amplitude~b!.
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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tion amplitude that is not gauge invariant.
In view of the shortcomings of the standard theoreti

approaches and the goals of the modern experiments
examine here the description of the structure of hadron
electromagnetic reactions. Instead of just enforcing curr
conservation in a phenomenological description, we focus
the constraints imposed by the Ward-Takahashi~WT! iden-
tity @16,17# on the general form of vertices, propagators, a
entire reaction amplitudes. Such a consistent theoretical
scription allows for an entirely differentq2 dependence than
that assumed in thead hocrecipes. We use the pion as th
main example, since the formalism remains simple in co
parison to particles with higher spin while the relevant
pects can still be studied.

We start in Sec. II with a discussion of the features of
general electromagnetic vertex of the pion. While known
decades@18–20#, they have largely been ignored in the th
oretical descriptions. We discuss the restrictions due to
WT identity for the electromagnetic vertex and show that
q2 dependence arises from terms not constrained by this
dition. We examine to what extent this vertex can be o
tained through minimal substitution into the pion self-ener
and then extend the discussion to the nucleon. Finally,
show how to correctly obtain a gauge-invariant amplitude
pion electroproduction on the nucleon without inter-relati
the pion and nucleon form factors as is often done.

In Sec. III we investigate Compton scattering off a pion
a prototype for a two-step process. Special attention is p
to the question how ‘‘off-shell effects’’ can contribute to th
amplitude and polarizabilities; it is shown that they cannot
entirely eliminated by use of the WT identity as has be
suggested. We then contrast the general Compton scatt
amplitude for a pion with the amplitude generated throu
minimal substitution.

Clearly the most sensible way to address the physic
hadron structure and reaction mechanism in a consis
fashion, while avoiding the complications and recipes m
tioned above, is to work in the framework of a well-defin
~effective! field theory, such as chiral perturbation theo
~ChPT!. In Sec. IV we illustrate this by looking at the pio
electromagnetic form factor to one loop and demonstr
shortcomings of the minimal recipe, both for generating
vertex for a given self-energy and when applied to the
grangian itself. General conclusions are presented in Se

II. ELECTROMAGNETIC VERTEX OF COMPOSITE
PARTICLES: GENERAL FEATURES, THE MINIMAL

SUBSTITUTION, AND OTHER RECIPES

A. The electromagnetic vertex of the pion
and its q2 dependence

For a spin-0 particle~we will for simplicity assume a
charged pion!, Lorentz invariance restricts the form of th
electromagnetic vertex to

Gm~p8,p!5e@~p81p!mF~q2,p82,p2!1qmG~q2,p82,p2!#,
~1!

where p and p8 are the initial and final momenta of th
meson, respectively, andq5p82p is the photon momentum
04520
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The functionsF and G are form factors that, in genera
depend on three scalar variables. We suppress an inde
show if a form factor refers to a positive or negative pion; t
neutral pion is its own antiparticle and, because ofC invari-
ance, has no electromagnetic form factor even off-sh
Time-reversal invariance imposes further constraints on
functionsF andG

F~q2,p82,p2!5F~q2,p2,p82!,

G~q2,p82,p2!52G~q2,p2,p82!, ~2!

whereas from Hermiticity follows, forq2<0,

F~q2,m2,m2!5F* ~q2,m2,m2!. ~3!

Assuming that we are dealing with the irreducible elect
magnetic vertex, the requirement of gauge invariance yie
the WT identity@16,17#

qmGm~p8,p!5ep@D21~p8!2D21~p!#, ~4!

whereD(p) denotes the dressed, renormalized propagato
the meson andep5eêp (êp6561). Using the general form
in Eq. ~1!, the WT identity becomes

~p822p2!F~q2,p82,p2!1q2G~q2,p82,p2!

5êp@D21~p8!2D21~p!#, ~5!

providing a relation between the functionsF andG and the
propagatorD of the meson.

From Eq.~2! or the WT identity it can be easily seen th

G~q2,p2,p2!50, ~6!

i.e., this function vanishes when the invariant masses of
initial and final meson are equal. Therefore, we writeG as

G~q2,p82,p2!5~p822p2!g~q2,p82,p2!, ~7!

where the functiong is nonsingular atp825p2. We now use
Eq. ~7! to rewrite the general electromagnetic vertex of t
scalar particle as

Gm~p8,p!5e@~p81p!m f ~p82,p2!

1~qmqn2gmnq2!~p81p!ng~q2,p82,p2!#,

~8!

wheref is defined as

f ~p82,p2!5F~q2,p82,p2!1q2g~q2,p82,p2!. ~9!

The parametrization we introduced in Eq.~8! has not been
used in the literature before and is particularly useful to de
onstrate two important new points concerning the vert
First, by contracting Eq.~8! with qm , we see that the func
tion f is entirely determined through the WT identity an
depends only ontwo scalar variables, the invariant mass
p82 andp2, and not onq2,
2-2
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HADRON STRUCTURE IN THE DESCRIPTION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 045202
f ~p82,p2!5êp

D21~p8!2D21~p!

p822p2
. ~10!

Second, the term in Eq.~8! involving the function
g(q2,p82,p2) is separately gauge invariant. This leads to
important conclusion that the condition of gauge invarian
the WT identity, clearly cannot help to determine theq2 de-
pendence. The general fact that the functiong(q2,p82,p2)
—or G(q2,p82,p2)—is crucial for the vertex to have aq2

dependence at all can already be seen by looking at the
identity. The right-hand side of Eq.~5! depends only onp2

andp82, but not onq2. Hence without the term involvingG,
the form factorF ~and with it the entire vertex! could not
depend onq2 @19#.

We stress that the vanishing ofG(q2,p82,p2) for p82

5p2 according to Eq.~6! does not rule out aq2 dependence
of the vertex, since in that limit

lim
p82→p2

Gm~p8,p!5e~p1p8!mF~q2,p2,p2!, ~11!

and we have from the WT identity, Eq.~5!, and Eq.~7!

F~q2,p2,p2!5êp

]D21~p!

]p2
2q2g~q2,p2,p2!. ~12!

This includes of course the on-shell case,p25p825m2,
which is characterized by a single on-shell form factor

Fp~q2![F~q2,p2,p2!up25m2. ~13!

The significance of the second term in Eq.~1! is not clearly
recognized in much of the literature, even though it is cruc
for maintaining gauge invariance. Such gauge terms pro
tional to qm are often dropped right from the start with th
argument that they will not contribute when the vertex
contracted with the conserved electron current, an argum
that only applies in certain gauges@21,22#.

Actually, for the interaction of a pion with areal photon
this term can indeed be ignored when calculating an am
tude. Sincee•q50 andq250, one only needs

Gq250
m

~p8,p!5e~p81p!m f ~p82,p2! ~14!

5e~p81p!mF~0,p82,p2! ~15!

5ep~p81p!m
D21~p8!2D21~p!

p822p2
. ~16!

Thus by using Lorentz symmetry and gauge invariance,
electromagnetic vertex needed for real photons is enti
determined in terms of the inverse meson propagator. T
includes the dependence of the vertex on the off-shell v
ablesp2 andp82. The situation is entirely different for virtua
photons: knowledge ofD is not sufficient, the functionF
depends also onq2 and the term involvingG must, in gen-
eral, be retained.
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B. The minimal-substitution vertex

We now compare the general pion vertex discussed ab
with the vertexGMS

m , which one obtains by minimal subst
tution ~MS!, an often used prescription. An extensive revie
of the minimal substitution can be found in Ref.@23#. The
vertex is obtained by making the ‘‘substitution’’p→p
2epA in 2D21(p) and then identifying—in general, via
functional derivative—the term linear inAm . The result can
be written in terms of the finite-difference derivative of th
inverse propagator

GMS
m ~p8,p!5ep~p81p!m

D21~p8!2D21~p!

p822p2

5ep~p81p!m f ~p82,p2!. ~17!

One sees that the minimal-substitution vertex differs fro
the general vertex in Eq.~8! in two respects: operator struc
ture and dependence on scalar variables. Minimal subs
tion generates the first term;(p81p)m, which depends only
on p82 and p2. It does not produce the second, separat
gauge-invariant term, which is crucial for having a vert
that depends on the scalar variableq2—clearly an unsatisfac-
tory result for virtual photons. In the following we will refe
to this second term as ‘‘nonminimal’’ in distinction to th
‘‘minimal’’ term of Eq. ~17!.

However, we stress that minimal substitution into the se
energy yields precisely the off-shell vertex for areal photon,
in Eq. ~16!,

GMS
m ~p8,p!5Gq250

m
~p8,p!. ~18!

Thus, for the interaction of a real photon with a pion, t
result of the minimal substitution into the self-energy and
a microscopic Lorentz- and gauge-invariant calculation
identical, as long as the underlying dynamics is dealt w
consistently. However, this finding atq250 is an exception
as we will see in the following section.

C. Electromagnetic vertex of the nucleon

In this section, we derive similarities and differences f
the general electromagnetic vertex of a spin-1/2 partic
such as the nucleon.

In contrast to earlier work@4,5,18#, we choose for our
purpose the form@24#

Gm~p8,p!5eS 12
q2

4M2D 21

(
i , j 51,2

L i~p8!

3S Pm

M
Gi j

E1NmGi j
M1

qm

2M
Gi j

q DL j~p!,

~19!

where we have used

Nm5
gmP” q”2q”P” gm

4M2
, P5

p81p

2
, ~20!
2-3
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with q•N50, and the projection operators

L6~p!5
W6p”

2W
, W5Ap2. ~21!

The Gi j
E,M ,q—the 12 form factors that characterize the o

shell vertex—are scalar functions ofq2, p82, and p2. For
simplicity we suppress charge~or isospin! indices.

Similar to the pion vertex, the functions multiplying th
term proportional toqm must vanish forp25p82 and it is
convenient to introduce@cf. Eq. ~7!#

Gi j
q ~q2,p82,p2!5~p822p2!gi j

q ~q2,p82,p2!. ~22!

With this property, it is easily seen that the on-shell mat
element of Eq.~19! yields the well-known parametrization o
the free current involving the Sachs form factorsGE and
GM .

Further restrictions for the vertex arise from the WT ide
tity

qmGm~p8,p!5eN@S21~p8!2S21~p!#, ~23!

whereeN5eêN is the charge of the nucleon (êp51, ên50)
andS21 is the inverse propagator of the nucleon, which
parametrize as

S21~p!5A~p2!1
p”

W
B~p2!. ~24!

Projecting out terms in the WT identity by using the ope
tors L6 , we obtain@21#

Gi j
E~q2,p82,p2!1q2gi j

q ~q2,p82,p2!

5
2M

p822p2 S 12
q2

4M2D êN

3@A~p82!2A~p2!1 iB~p82!2 jB~p2!#. ~25!

The WT identity thus makes it possible to eliminateGi j
E ,

yielding a general covariant nucleon vertex in a form simi
to Eq. ~8!,

Gm~p8,p!5eN~p81p!m
S21~p8!2S21~p!

p822p2

1eS 12
q2

4M2D 21

(
i , j 51,2

L i~p8!

3FNmGi j
M~q2,p82,p2!1~qmqn2gmnq2!

3
Pn

M
gi j

q ~q2,p82,p2!GL j~p!. ~26!

Just as for the pion vertex in Eq.~8!, the form that we
have chosen for the nucleon vertex allows us to draw
general conclusions: the first part is again independent oq2

and through the WT identity completely determined in ter
04520
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of the inverse propagator, including its off-shell dependen
The q2 dependence of the vertex resides entirely in the s
ond part, which is separately gauge invariant, and conta
an off-shell dependence not determined by the dres
propagatorS. The WT identity again cannot be used to fu
ther constrain thisq2 dependence. In contrast to the pio
however, we see that the WT identity is not sufficient
determine the vertex for a real photon. Whi
G66

E (0,p82,p2), can be expressed through properties of
nucleon propagator through Eq.~25!, the unconstrained
separately gauge-invariant term proportional toNm in Eq.
~19! does contribute for a real photon.

Minimal substitution generates again only an off-shell d
pendence related to the nucleon propagator. As was poi
out in Ref. @23#, due to the noncommutativity of theg ma-
trices the minimal-substitution procedure is not unique; d
ferent results differ by gauge-invariant terms. None of t
recipes leads to aq2 dependence, an obvious shortcomi
when applying minimal substitution to virtual photons.

We finally note in passing that at the tree level with fr
propagators,S215p”2m, the first term yields

eN

~p81p!mq”

~p81p!•q
~27!

rather than the usualeNgm. The two expressions can be se
to differ by a separately gauge-invariant term.

D. The pion form factor in pion electroproduction

The standard calculations of pion electroproduction in
literature are based on pole terms or Born diagrams.
claim to be ‘‘gauge invariant,’’ meaning that the virtual ph
ton couples to a conserved total hadronic current, which
most cases is achieved by usingad hocrecipes. The strict use
of the WT identity leads to a completely different, physica
more meaningful implementation of ‘‘gauge invariance
than in these calculations.

Among the Born terms, the pion-pole term is the only o
where the electromagnetic form factor of the pion appea
Since this term is not separately gauge invariant, gauge
variance of the total amplitude must be achieved throu
cancellation with other terms. To make this cancellation w
other diagrams, which involvenucleon form factors, pos-
sible, one is forced to assume a relation between these f
factors, namely,

F1
V~q2!5Fp~q2!, ~28!

whereF1
V is the electromagnetic isovector form factor of th

nucleon. Of course, this assumption about the form fac
for the sake of gauge invariance is in contrast with our fin
ings about the implications of the WT identity for theq2

dependence of pion and nucleon vertices above. In a sim
vein, both the Reggeized pion-pole term and the nucle
pole term were described through the same form factorFp to
ensure gauge invariance in Refs.@12,13#, which was the ba-
sis for the form factor determination of Ref.@3#. Clearly such
assumptions, which are commonly made~see, e.g., Refs
2-4
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@10,11#!—unless they can be put on a firm physical basis a
assessed quantitatively—should be avoided when extrac
detailed information such as a pion form factor from elect
production experiments.

In contrast, a description that consistently uses a dres
pion propagator and vertex, in agreement with the WT id
tity, does not have to assume that the pion and nucleon f
factors are equal. The intermediate pion in the pion-pole te
is half off-shell~see Fig. 2!. When one tests gauge invarian
and contracts the pion-pole term with the photon moment
it is easily seen from Eq.~4! that, with p825m2 and p̃ the
momentum of the intermediate pion, one obtains

qmGm~p8,p̃!D~ p̃!5ep@D21~p8!2D21~ p̃!#D~ p̃!52ep .
~29!

The pion-pole term, in general, depends onp̃2 andq2. How-
ever, the above observation proves that its divergence, w
internal structure is consistently included in pion vertex a
propagator, is independent ofq2 and of any detailed electro
magnetic properties of the pion. Analogous statements h
for the nucleon-pole terms and the mutual cancellation
pion- and nucleon-pole terms is obtained without any
sumptions about the different form factors. What the W
identity obviously tells us is that we must simultaneously a
consistently deal with both the electromagnetic vertex a
the propagator of the same hadron to arrive at a gau
invariant description.~Of course, the pion-pole term is als
the only term involving the strongpNN form factor for an
off-shell pion. We refer to, e.g., Refs.@18,25# for a discussion
how to deal consistently with this aspect.!

III. REAL COMPTON SCATTERING ON A MESON

We now consider real Compton scattering~RCS! on a
meson, e.g., ap1 meson,

g~q,e!1p1~p!→g~q8,e8!1p1~p8!. ~30!

FIG. 2. Pion-pole term contributing to charged pion electrop
duction.
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The invariant amplitude can be written as

M52 i eme8n* Mmn52 i eme8n* ~MA
mn1MB

mn!, ~31!

where we have divided the total amplitude into the m
generals- andu-channel meson-pole terms~classA) and the
rest ~classB) @8#.1 ClassB contains all terms that cannot b
reduced to a form where only a pion propagator connects
two electromagnetic vertices of the pion. It thus conta
irreducible diagrams involving the pion as well as the co
tributions from intermediate states other than the pion.

The ‘‘off-shell effects’’ we discussed in the preceding se
tion are contained in the class-A terms. Here we discuss how
they enter into the general Compton amplitude. Our disc
sion will mainly be based on Lorentz and gauge invarian
but uses also the discrete symmetriesP, T, andC as well as
crossing symmetries. We have to include the irreducible m
son terms contained in the classB into this discussion. For
these terms a separate WT identity holds, which relates
the electromagnetic meson vertex. As we will see below,
off-shell dependence in one of the two vertices is cance
directly by the off-shell meson propagator. This was t
starting point of the work by Kaloshin@26#, who arrived at
the conclusion that in the endall off-shell effects in classA
necessarily cancel. We will show that this claim is not tru
Finally, we will also compare the general form of the RC
amplitude with the amplitude obtained from the minima
substitution prescription.

A. The general structure of the RCS tensor

The class-A part of the Compton tensorMmn has the gen-
eral form @8,18,27,28#

MA
mn5Gn~p8,p81q8!D~p81q8!Gm~p1q,p!

1Gm~p8,p82q!D~p82q!Gn~p2q8,p!. ~32!

The building blocks of this part of the tensor areGm, the
renormalized one-particle-irreducible vertex, and the ren
malized propagatorD. In other words, this part involves
quantities that take into account that the intermediate me
is not on its mass shell through the dressed propagatorD and
the form factorF. We now want to examine to what exten
these off-shell effects contribute to RCS.

For RCS, the external particles are on their mass sh
p25p825m2, and for real photons we haveq25q8250.
The class-A contribution, therefore, reduces to (e2/4p
'1/137)

MA
mn5e2@~2Pn1qn!F~0,m2,s!D~p81q8!~2Pm1q8m!

3F~0,s,m2!1~2Pm2q8m!F~0,m2,u!D~p82q!

3~2Pn2qn!F~0,u,m2!#, ~33!

with 2P5p1p8 and the Mandelstam variables

1The neutral pion is its own antiparticle and classA vanishes in
this case.

-
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s5~p1q!2, t5~p2p8!2, u5~p2q8!2,

s1t1u52m2. ~34!

We have dropped all terms proportional toqm andq8n, since
they do not contribute to the RCS amplitude when contra
ing the Compton tensor with the polarization vectors sin
q•e5q8•e850.

The WT identity yields for the form factors in half-off
shell vertices@29#

F~0,s,m2!5D21~p81q8!~s2m2!21,

F~0,u,m2!5D21~p82q!~u2m2!21. ~35!

As a result the off-shell dependence of one of the two ve
ces gets canceled by the presence of the dressed propa
and the class-A tensor becomes

MA
mn5e2H ~2Pn1qn!~2Pm1q8m!

3
F~0,m2,m2!1@F~0,m2,s!2F~0,m2,m2!#

s2m2

1~2Pm2q8m!~2Pn2qn!

3
F~0,m2,m2!1@F~0,m2,u!2F~0,m2,m2!#

u2m2 J
[Mpole

mn 1DMmn. ~36!

The total class-A tensor has been split into two parts: Th
first part involves on-shell properties only; this part is wh
one commonly refers to as the ‘‘pole terms.’’ Because
F(0,m2,m2)51, we have

Mpole
mn 5e2F ~2Pn1qn!~2Pm1q8m!

s2m2

1
~2Pm2q8m!~2Pn2qn!

u2m2 G . ~37!

The termDMmn, which is of interest to us, contains all of
shell contributions of classA. It is proportional to the terms
between square brackets in Eq.~36!

DMmn5e2@~2Pn1qn!~2Pm1q8m!h~s!

1~2Pm2q8m!~2Pn2qn!h~u!#

5e2$4@h~s!1h~u!#PmPn12@h~s!2h~u!#

3~Pmqn1q8mPn!1@h~s!1h~u!#q8mqn%,

~38!

where we have introduced the function

h~z!5
F~0,m2,z!2F~0,m2,m2!

z2m2
.
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Note that h(z) is analytical for z→m2, because
F(0,m2,m2)51.

In order to address the question to what extent the
shell contributionDMmn survives in the total tensor, we firs
rewrite DMmn and MB

mn in a tensor basis that is convenie
for this purpose. As shown in the Appendix, both tensors
be expanded as

(
i 51

4

T i
mnci5gmnc11PmPnc21@4x2gmn24x~Pmqn1q8mPn!

14yPmPn#c31 1
2 ~ygmn2q8mqn!c4 ,

where the coefficientsci are functions of two kinematica
variables. The last two tensors in this expansion are se
rately gauge invariant, while the first two are not. Express
DMmn of Eq. ~38! in terms of this tensor basis

DMmn5(
i 51

4

T i
mnDai , ~39!

we find

Da15e2@F~0,m2,s!1F~0,m2,u!22#,

Da252
2e2

x
@F~0,u,m2!2F~0,m2,s!#, ~40!

where x5 1
4 (s2u). For the coefficients of the separate

gauge-invariant terms we obtain

Da352
e2

2x
@h~s!2h~u!#,

Da4522e2@h~s!1h~u!#. ~41!

Let us now turn to classB. Using the Ward-Takahash
identity Eq. ~4!, one can show that gauge invariance of t
total tensorMmn leads to constraints for the class-B part
@18,27,28#

qmMB
mn5e@Gn~p82q,p!2Gn~p8,p1q!#,

qn8MB
mn5e@2Gm~p81q8,p!1Gm~p8,p2q8!#, ~42!

which relates this part of the tensor to the vertex. Expand
the class-B tensor in the same basis

MB
mn5(

i 51

4

T i
mnbi , ~43!

and contracting withqm , we obtain

qmMB
mn5b1qn1xb2Pn. ~44!

Using the real photon vertex Eq.~15!, we have from Eq.~42!

qmMB
mn5e2$2Pn@F~0,u,m2!2F~0,m2,s!#

2qn@F~0,u,m2!1F~0,m2,s!#%, ~45!
2-6
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where we have dropped terms proportional toq8n to be con-
sistent with the steps for the class-B parametrization which
led to Eq.~44!. By comparing Eqs.~44! and~45!, we obtain

b152e2@F~0,u,m2!1F~0,m2,s!#,

b25
2e2

x
@F~0,u,m2!2F~0,m2,s!#. ~46!

SinceF(0,u,m2)2F(0,m2,s) is an odd function ofx, there
is no singularity forx→0 in Eq. ~46!. Using the second
condition of Eq.~42! leads to the same results forb1 andb2
@27#. Gauge invariance, of course, yields no constraints
b3 andb4.

When we now combine the contributions from the o
shell tensorDMmn and the class-B part MB

mn , we obtain for
the coefficient of the first tensor

Da11b1522e2, ~47!

i.e., all off-shell dependence has canceled and we are
with a ‘‘seagull term’’ that is required by gauge invarianc
Analogously, we find

Da21b250, ~48!

where again the off-shell dependence introduced through
class-A term has been canceled. No such statement ca
derived for the coefficients of the two separately gau
invariant tensor structures,T 3

mn andT 4
mn , which are not con-

strained by the WT identity.
In summary, the above procedure has yielded the t

result

Mmn5Mpole
mn 1DMmn1MB

mn

5Mpole
mn 22e2gmn1T 3

mn~Da31b3!1T 4
mn~Da41b4!

[MBorn
mn 1T 3

mn~Da31b3!1T 4
mn~Da41b4!. ~49!

Here,

MBorn
mn 5Mpole

mn 22e2gmn

is the gauge-invariant tensor for a ‘‘point particle,’’ com
monly denoted as the Born terms. It contains the tree-le
diagrams of scalar QED without any off-shell effects in ve
tices or propagators. The remainder

~Da31b3!T 3
mn1~Da41b4!T 4

mn

are the separately gauge-invariant parts. It is in these ga
invariant terms where the off-shell effectsDa3 andDa4 en-
ter, together with the class-B contributions. From the point o
view of gauge invariance and the symmetries we have u
above, there is clearly no requirement that all ‘‘off-she
contributions of the most general class-A terms are canceled
by classB. It is only true for thegmn and PmPn structures,
where a cancellation of off-shell effectsmustoccur@see Eqs.
~47! and ~48!#. This type of cancellation has been observ
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in other reactions. Examples are pion photoproduction on
nucleon@30# andNN bremsstrahlung@31#.

As has been discussed by Fearing and Scherer@32–34#,
there is no absolute and unique meaning to the ‘‘off-sh
effects’’; they are not observables. They depend not only
the microscopic model, but also on the representation
chooses for the interpolating fields of the~intermediate! par-
ticles @32–35#. By changing the representation of the mes
field, off-shell effects can be transformed from class-A into
class-B terms and vice versa. When carrying out such
transformation to another representation, the combined
ues of (Da31b3) and (Da41b4) will not change, but the
splitting into ‘‘off-shell’’ and class-B contributions will
change. In particular, this means that, e.g., the electrom
netic polarizabilities one defines from separately gau
invariant terms will, in a general covariant framework, r
ceive contributions from both the off-shell behavior of th
mesonand irreducible class-B terms involving the meson o
other intermediate particles.

In principle, there is a ‘‘canonical representation,’’ whe
it is possible to work with free electromagnetic form facto
and propagators@36#. The price one pays for this is, o
course, the presence of a number of irreducible react
specific ‘‘contact’’ terms. This representation is particular
convenient for general purposes, such as the derivation
low-energy theorems for~virtual! Compton scattering
@27,36#. However, the possibility to move off-shell effec
into contact terms makes assumptions about the analyt
of the amplitude and faces difficulties above producti
thresholds@32#.

Let us finally comment on Ref.@26#, where it was argued
that in generalall off-shell effects will necessarily be can
celed. This total cancellation was inferred from a one-lo
calculation involving pions and a sigma as dynamical d
grees of freedom by investigating thes-waveps intermedi-
ate state in the direct channel. However, angular momen
conservation forbids a net result forJ50 in real Compton
scattering, no matter where it originates from. In oth
words, the absence of off-shell effects in thes wave can only
serve as a consistency check of the calculation, but is
proof of a total cancellation.

B. The minimal substitution RCS amplitude

We now turn to the possibility of generating a RCS a
plitude through minimal substitution. As we have show
above, the minimal-substitution vertex and the general ve
are the same for a real photon. Thus the exact class-A term
and the class-A amplitude using the vertex generated
minimal substitution are the same. However, the clasA
term by itself is not gauge invariant, only the sum of t
class-A and class-B amplitudes. One can derive this classB
amplitude by a microscopic calculation, consistent with t
calculations that yielded the class-A amplitude. However, we
can also obtain a ‘‘minimal’’ class-B term MB, MS

mn by per-
forming the minimal substitution in2D(p), as in Sec. II C,
but now by determinining the coefficients ofsecondorder in
the electromagnetic field, i.e., by taking the second fu
tional derivative. The amplitude corresponding to the ten
2-7
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MMS
mn 5MA

mn1MB, MS
mn ~50!

is then gauge invariant. The resulting tensorMB, MS
mn is

MB, MS
mn 5e2H 22gmn

D21~p8!2D21~p!

p822p2
2~2P1q!n

3~2P1q8!m
1

s2p82 FD21~p1q!2D21~p!

s2p2

2
D21~p8!2D21~p!

p822p2 G2~2P2q8!m

3~2P2q!n
1

u2p2 FD21~p2q8!2D21~p8!

u2p82

2
D21~p8!2D21~p!

p822p2 G J , ~51!

which can be shown to be crossing symmetric. With the
tial and final meson on mass shell

MB, MS
mn 5e2H 22gmn2~2P1q!n~2P1q8!m

1

s2m2

3@F~0,s,m2!2F~0,m2,m2!#

2~2P2q8!m~2P2q!n
1

u2m2

3@F~0,u,m2!2F~0,m2,m2!#J . ~52!

By comparing to Eq.~36!, we see that the last two term
cancel corresponding class-A terms and leave us with
class-A tensor for Compton scattering from an on-shell p
ticle Mpole

mn while the first term is the contact term one obtai
in scalar QED. As a result, the minimal tensor is free of a
‘‘off-shell’’ properties and identical to the Born tensor

MMS
mn 5MBorn

mn . ~53!

This result for the minimal-substitution amplitude was
ready mentioned in Ref.@37# when deriving the virtual
Compton scattering amplitude for a ‘‘Dirac proton’’ by min
mal substitution. Again, as for the electromagnetic vertex
a real photon, this simple result for RCS from a spin-0 m
son is an exception.

Minimal substitution in other casesdoesyield results with
explicit reference to off-shell properties of the particles
volved. An example is the minimal substitution into th
pNN vertex in pion photoproduction, as was discussed
Ohta @15#. It was also examined for pion photoproductio
and electroproduction by Boset al. @14#, who contrasted the
minimal-substitution amplitude with the exact result of
model calculation.
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IV. ELECTROMAGNETIC STRUCTURE IN EFFECTIVE
FIELD THEORIES

Clearly a way to deal with particle structure and reacti
mechanism in a consistent way and free of the shortcom
discussed above, is to start from a microscopic~effective!
field theory. This will generate gauge-invariant amplitud
and take into account vertex structure, particle self-energ
etc. One may be tempted to assume that use of the min
substitution on the Lagrangian level is a reliable procedu
Interestingly enough, this is not as simple and nonminim
terms involving field-strength tensors play an important ro
To demonstrate this, we will discuss two different ways
obtaining the interaction of a charged pion with an exter
electromagnetic probe through minimal substitution in t
context of an effective field theory—namely, chiral perturb
tion theory@38#. In the first procedure we start from an e
fective field theory with a global U~1! symmetry and calcu-
late the renormalized propagator of the pion to one loop.
then generate a pion electromagnetic vertex via the ‘‘repla
ment’’ pm→pm2ep Am in the ~negative of the! inverse of
the renormalized propagator of a charged pion. This is an
gous to the minimal-substitution procedure to obtain a ver
discussed in Sec. II.

In the second version, we make the minimal substitut
on the Lagrangian level. We extend the same globally inv
ant effective field theory to include the electromagnetic
teraction by replacing ordinary derivatives by appropriate
variant derivatives in the Lagrangian. With this Lagrangi
we then proceed to calculate the electromagnetic verte
one loop.

For the first method, we start from aglobally invariant
Lagrangian that contains no coupling to an electromagn
field. The Lagrangian we use is@39#

Leff
global5L 2

global1L 4
global,

L 2
global5

F0
2

4
Tr @]mU~]mU !†1mp,2

2 ~U†1U !#,

L 4
global5

l 1

4
$Tr @]mU~]mU !†#%2

1
l 2

4
Tr @]mU~]nU !†# Tr @]mU~]nU !†#

1
l 3mp,2

4

16
@Tr~U†1U !#22

l 7mp,2
4

16
@Tr~U†2U !#2.

~54!

The Goldstone boson, i.e., pion fields are contained in
SU~2!-valued matrixU. The constantF0 is the pion-decay
constant in the chiral limit, thel i are low-energy constant
not determined by chiral symmetry. Equation~54! generates
the most general strong interactions of low-energy pions
O(p4) in the quark-mass and momentum expansion incl
ing chiral symmetry breaking effects due to the qua
2-8
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FIG. 3. Renormalized pion propagator.Z is the wave function renormalization constant.
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masses. Note that in limit of a vanishing quark mass, E
~54! is equivalent to Eq.~2! of Weinberg’s original paper on
ChPT@40#.

In the calculations that follow, we used the representat

U~x!5
s~x!1 i tW•pW ~x!

F0
, s2~x!1pW 2~x!5F0

2 . ~55!

The equivalence theorem guarantees that physical obs
ables do not depend on the specific choice of parametriza
of U @41#. However, separate building blocks, such as ve
ces and propagator, in general, exhibit different off-shell b
havior depending on the choice of interpolating field@32–
34#.

To proceed in analogy with the discussion in Sec. II, w
first use the Lagrangian in Eq.~54! to determine the renor-
malized propagator atO(p4) in the momentum expansion
~see Figs. 3 and 4! and then generate a pion electromagne
vertex through minimal substitution. To one loop, we obta
for the unrenormalized self-energy@29#

S~p2!5A1Bp2, ~56!

where

A5
3

2

mp,2
2

F0
2

I ~mp,2
2 ,m2!12l 3

mp,2
4

F0
2

, B52
I ~mp,2

2 ,m2!

F0
2

,

~57!

and I (M2,m2) refers to the dimensionally regularized on
loop integral

I ~M2,m2![m42dE ddk

~2p!d

i

k22M21 i01

5
M2

16p2 FR1 lnS M2

m2 D G1O~42d!, ~58!

R5
2

d24
2@ ln~4p!1G8~1!11#. ~59!

The renormalized mass and the wave function renormal
tion constants, respectively toO(p4) and O(p2), are given
by

FIG. 4. One-particle-irreducible pion self-energy atO(p4). The
vertices are derived fromL2 and L4, denoted by 2 and 4 in the
interaction blobs, respectively.
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mp,4
2 5mp,2

2 ~11B!1A, ~60!

Z511B. ~61!

At O(p4), the full renormalized propagator is given by

DR~p!5
1

Z

1

p22mp,2
2 2S~p2!1 i01

5
1

p22mp
2 1 i01

,

~62!

where we have replaced theO(p4) expression for the
squared pion mass by the empirical value, the difference
ing of O(p6). Minimal substitution into the~negative! in-
verse propagator then leads to the following vertex of a po
tively charged pion:

Gm~p8,p!5e~p81p!m. ~63!

Clearly, atO(p4) the minimal-substitution recipe only gen
erates the interaction of a pointlike charged spin-0 fie
without any form factors orq2 dependence.

We now proceed according to the second method to
tain an electromagnetic vertex. We first extend theLagrang-
ian in Eq. ~54! through minimal substitution2

]mU°DmU5]mU1
i

2
eAm@t3 ,U#. ~64!

The calculation of the pion self-energy to orderO(p4) based
on this Lagrangian, of course, yields the same result as
fore, i.e., Eqs.~56!–~59!. However, a different result for the
electromagnetic vertex to orderO(p4) is obtained using the
‘‘minimal Lagrangian.’’ The relevant diagrams are shown
Fig. 5. Note that the minimal-substitution procedure of E
~64! doesnot generate a tree-level contribution atO(p4),
schematically shown in Fig. 6, since the candidate terms p
portional to l 1 and l 2 involve at least four pion fields. The
result for theunrenormalizedone-particle-irreducible vertex
reads

Gm~p8,p!5eH ~p81p!mF11
I ~mp

2 ,m2!

Fp
2 G

1~p81p!n~qmqn2gmnq2!g~q2,p82,p2!J ,

~65!

where

2This corresponds to gauging the relevant U~1! subgroup of the
global SU(2)L3SU(2)R .
02-9
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g~q2,p82,p2!5
1

6~4pFp!2 F lnS mp
2

m2 D 1R1
1

3

1S 124
mp

2

q2 D J(0)S q2

mp
2 D G , ~66!

i.e., at orderO(p4) does not depend onp82 andp2. Note that
this result still depends on the renormalization scalem. The
~infinite! constantR was defined in Eq.~59! and J(0)(x) is
the well-known integral

J(0)~x!5E
0

1

dy ln@11x~y22y!2 i01#.

All quantities atO(p4) have been replaced by their empiric
values (Fp592.4 MeV).

Clearly with this procedure, based on the Lagragian g
erated through minimal substitution, we now do obtain
vertex with internal structure. In particular, through the pr
ence of the separately gauge-invariant term involving
function g we now do have a dependence onq2. The vertex
obtained in this way is thus completely different from t
first method, resulting in Eq.~63!.

However, there remains a problem. After multiplication
the unrenormalized vertex, Eq.~65!, with the wave function
renormalization constantZ, Eq. ~61!, the result still contains
infinite contributions proportional toR, even for on-shell
pions. Only at the real-photon point does the result have
correct normalization, satisfying the Ward-Takahashi iden
in combination with the propagator of Eq.~62!. For q2Þ0,
these infinite terms as well as terms that depend on the re
malization scale remain.

In order to solve this puzzle, we observe that the m
general locally invariant effective Lagrangian, which in-
cludes the coupling to an electromagnetic field, atO(p4)
necessarily also contains ‘‘nonminimal terms’’ involvin

FIG. 5. One-particle-irreducible electromagnetic vertex
O(p4) obtained from the ‘‘minimal Lagrangian.’’ The vertices a
derived fromL2 denoted by 2 in the interaction blobs.

FIG. 6. Generic tree-level contribution atO(p4).
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field-strength tensors, such as thel 5 and l 6 structures of the
effective Lagrangian of Gasser and Leutwyler@38#

L 4
GL5•••1 l 5FTr~Fmn

R UFL
mnU†!2

1

2
Tr~Fmn

L FL
mn

1Fmn
R FR

mn!G1 i
l 6

2
Tr@Fmn

R DmU~DnU !†

1Fmn
L ~DmU !†DnU#1•••. ~67!

Inserting the relevant expression for the field strength tens

FL
mn5FR

mn52
e

2
t3~]mAn2]nAm!, ~68!

the l 6 term of Eq. ~67! generates an additional separate
gauge-invariant contact contribution~see Fig. 6!

DGm~p8,p!5eF2~p81p!m
q2

Fp
2

l 61~p82p!m
~p822p2!

Fp
2

l 6G
5e~p81p!nl 6

qmqn2gmnq2

Fp
2

. ~69!

Adding the contributions from Eqs.~65! and~69! and multi-
plying the result by the wave function renormalization co
stant yields@42#

GR
m~p8,p!5eH ~p81p!mF~q2!

1~p82p!m
p822p2

q2
@12F~q2!#J , ~70!

with the form factorF(q2) at O(p4) @see Eq.~15.3! of Ref.
@38##

F~q2!512 l 6
r q2

Fp
2

2
1

6

q2

~4pFp!2 F lnS mp
2

m2 D 1
1

3

1S 124
mp

2

q2 D J(0)S q2

mp
2 D G , ~71!

where we introducedl 6
r 5 l 61R/96p2. To this order, the elec-

tromagnetic form factor shows no off-shell dependence. T
explicit dependence on the renormalization scalem cancels
with a corresponding scale dependence of the parametel 6

r .
Clearly, the vertex in Eq.~70! and the propagator in Eq.~62!
now satisfy the Ward-Takahashi identity for arbitraryq2.

In the discussion in this section, the first method star
out from a globally invariant effective LagrangianL eff

global

that was used to obtain the renormalized propagator. M
mal substitution into the inverse of this propagator th
yields to orderO(p4) an electromagnetic vertex that does n
reflect the structure of the pion through aq2 dependence.
This method only served to illustrate the general discuss
in Sec. II in the context of chiral perturbation theory.

t
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The second method, based on a Lagrangian obta
through minimal substitution intoL eff

global, when used to the
same orderO(p4), does yield a vertex withq2-dependent
form factors. However, we saw that it does not lead to
consistent order-by-order renormalizable theory. Already
the one-loop level nonminimal terms, i.e., terms not gen
ated through minimal substitution in the globally invaria
Lagrangian, are mandatory. This is a specific example o
general result obtained by Leutwyler@43#: investigating
Green functions and their Ward identities that express
symmetries of the underlying theory requires, in the fram
work of effective field theory, the most generallocally in-
variant Lagrangian~even if the symmetry results from a glo
bal underlying symmetry! @43#. In the present context, th
ChPT Lagrangian leads to separately gauge-invariant co
butions to the vertex that absorb divergences appearin
one-loop calculations of electromagnetic processes.

The above example has shown that a meaningful calc
tion of the electromagnetic structure of a hadron in aneffec-
tive field theory needs nonminimal terms. These are not g
erated by minimal substitution on the Lagrangian level. T
situation would be different in a truly fundamental theo
based on pointlike particles, such as the standard mo
where the underlying electromagnetic coupling of boso
and fermions is minimal.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Experiments are presently being carried out at the mod
electron accelerators to investigate details of the structur
hadrons and to examine microscopic aspects of the reac
mechanism. The majority of the theoretical descriptions
these reactions, such as pion electroproduction or~virtual!
Compton scattering on a nucleon, are phenomenolog
They are based on Born-term or pole diagrams that use
hadron properties. Various improvements are added, suc
final-state interactions, resonance terms and form factors

There are several shortcomings of this approach. The t
step reactions under consideration necessarily involve in
mediate particles. Microscopic models will yield for the
strong and electromagnetic vertices a much more gen
structure than that of a free hadron. Concomittantly, also
propagators must have a self-energy. And, last but not le
there will be a new class of irreducible diagrams for ea
reaction, which do not occur in the pole terms.

Not surprisingly the commonly used approaches there
encounter problems when form factors are introduced
the reaction amplitudes: the resulting expressions are
gauge invariant. It has been customary to deal with this p
ticular problem by invokingad hoc recipes. Examples ar
restrictive assumptions about the individual form factors
even though these are the objects one wants to study—o
addition of terms that make the amplitude gauge invarian

While the approaches based on~extended! Born-term am-
plitudes are often simple and intuitively appealing, th
should be improved in view of the detailed questions o
wants to answer through the interpretation of the meas
ments with the new generation of electron accelerators.
therefore, studied here general features of the theoretica
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scription of electromagnetic reactions, focussing, in parti
lar, on the requirement of gauge invariance. When this c
dition is applied in its stronger form, the WT identity, it lead
to several general statements about the vertices and
form factors. We looked at these consequences in some
tail, since they put the different recipes commonly used i
perspective and show that a consistent microscopic treatm
of all aspects of the reaction is required.

We started by discussing the general structure of the e
tromagnetic vertex of hadrons with spin 0 and 1/2, and
restrictions imposed by covariance and gauge invariance
using the WT identity, we showed that the most general fo
of these vertices, which is manifestly covariant, has two f
tures in common. First, there is aq2-independent term re
lated through gauge invariance to the hadron propagator
off-shell dependence is determined by the dressed prop
tor. A second and very important feature we pointed ou
that theq2 dependence of the pion and nucleon vertices
sides entirely in separately gauge-invariant terms, and thu
not related to the propagator or otherwise constrained by
WT identity. This new insight clearly identifies a seriou
shortcoming of the commonly usedad hocrecipes that make
assumptions about theq2 dependence of form factors for th
sake of making a reaction amplitude gauge invariant.

In phenomenological models a frequently used presc
tion to obtain a gauge-invariant amplitude is the ‘‘minim
substitution.’’ For example, given the self-energy of a p
ticle, it allows one to obtain a vertex that will satisfy th
Ward-Takahashi identity. It isa priori clear that this method
can only yield a very limited result: it is blind to neutra
particles and, for example, cannot provide an electrom
netic coupling to a neutron. But even where it does yield
result, we showed that it is restricted in its operator struct
and the dependence on scalar variables. We found tha
pion vertex for areal photon is an exception. Minimal sub
stitution into the pion propagator yields the exact result,
cluding the dependence on the invariant mass of the off-s
pions. As we saw, this is because the ‘‘nonminimal’’ term
the vertex does not contribute for a real photon. For virt
photons, a nonminimal term can contribute, but the minim
substitution, of course, fails to produce it. As a result th
method predicts no dependence onq2; this latter statemen
applies also to the spin-1/2 electromagnetic vertex. Nev
theless, minimal substitution has been used in some insta
for virtual photons, see, e.g.,@37#.

Another often used method to enforce gauge invarianc
the case of pion electroproduction is to assume that the p
electromagnetic form factor and the nucleon isovector fo
factor are identical,F1

V(q2)5Fp(q2), or to assume the pion
form factor that applies to thet channel also can be used fo
thes or u channel. This is clearly an assumption one wants
avoid when trying to extract the pion electromagnetic fo
factor from pion electroproduction. This kind of problem ca
be expected in all reactions involving different hadrons. W
showed how a proper treatment of vertex and propag
makes these assumptions unnecessary.

After the discussion of the electromagnetic vertex of
hadron, we turned to the description of two-step proces
using real Compton scattering off a pion as an example
2-11
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J. H. KOCH, V. PASCALUTSA, AND S. SCHERER PHYSICAL REVIEW C65 045202
examined how the general structure of vertices and prop
tors carries through to the total amplitude. We showed h
for real photons one arrives through the requirement
gauge invariance and of discrete symmetries, at an ampli
consisting of the Born amplitude of a point particle and
separetely gauge invariant term. The Born term is free of
reference to off-shell properties and was shown to be p
duced by the minimal substitution into the pion self-ener
Off-shell effects were seen to enter through the separa
gauge-invariant terms. Due to photon-crossing symme
these off-shell contributions start appearing in the Comp
amplitude only in second order, the polarizabilities.~For a
discussion of virtual Compton scattering and systematics
the q2 dependence we refer to Refs.@27,28#.! We stressed
that these higher-order terms contain ‘‘off-shell behavior’’
the pion as well ascontributions from intermediate state
other than a single pion. The total cancellation of off-sh
effects observed in theJ50 channel in Ref.@26# does not
prove in general a complete cancellation of off-shell effec
It only occurs since due to angular momentum conserva
there is no netJ50 contribution at all. Finally, we stresse
that ‘‘off-shell effects’’ cannot uniquely be associated wi
features of a vertex or a propagator; they can, for exam
be shifted from a vertex to reaction-specific contact terms
an effective theory.

A logical way to deal consistently with hadron structure
vertices, propagators, and irreducible contributions or c
tact terms, is by starting out from a~effective! field theory.
We demonstrated this by considering the pion electrom
netic vertex to one loop in chiral perturbation theory. T
Ward-Takahashi identity is satisfied in a simple fashion.
important point is that even on this level nonminimal term
are crucial and that the minimal substitution leads to anin-
consistenttheory. This observation again signals the dang
of working with the minimal substitution on the phenomen
logical level.

We have here focused mainly on hadron structure in c
nection with the electromagnetic interaction. Clearly, ana
gous considerations about the general vertex structure
apply to the strong vertices. This has received less atten
in the literature and most of the prescriptions invented
reactions involving extended, off-shell hadrons have b
designed to ensure a gauge-invariant amplitude. The mi
scopic field theoretical approaches now being used for str
interaction processes, such aspN @44–47# or NN @48–51#
scattering can be extended to a meaningful interpreta
also of the electromagnetic reactions considered here, al
ing one to consistently deal with all aspects of internal str
ture and making the introduction ofad hoc assumptions
superfluous.
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APPENDIX: THE TENSOR FOR COMPTON SCATTERING
OFF A SPIN-0 PARTICLE

In general, the Compton tensor of a spin-0 particle can
expressed as

Mmn5(
i 51

10

MiTi
mn

5M1gmn1M2PmPn1M3~Pmqn2q8mPn!

1M4~Pmqn1q8mPn!1M5~Pmq8n2qmPn!

1M6~Pmq8n1qmPn!1M7~qmqn1q8mq8n!

1M8~qmqn2q8mq8n!1M9qmq8n1M10q8mqn,

~A1!

where for real Compton scattering, the functionsMi depend
on two kinematical invariants, which we choose as

x5 1
2 ~q1q8!•P, ~A2!

y5q•q8. ~A3!

Note that forp25p825m2 one hasx5q•P5q8•P. The ten-
sor we are considering must be symmetric under pho
crossing

q↔2q8,m↔n, ~A4!

which also impliess↔u and t↔t. As a result, we have for
the functionsMi that

Mi~x,y!56Mi~2x,y!, 1: i 51,2,3,5,7,9,10,

2: i 54,6,8. ~A5!

Invariance under pion crossing in combination with charg
conjugation invariance@52#

Mmn~P,q,q8!5Mmn~2P,q,q8! ~A6!

leads to

Mi~x,y!56Mi~2x,y!, 1: i 51,2,7,8,9,10,

2: i 53,4,5,6. ~A7!

The combination of Eqs.~A5! and ~A7! then yields

M35M55M850. ~A8!

Furthermore, we can extract appropriate powers ofx such
that the invariant amplitudes are functions ofx2 only. For
real photons, terms proportional to eitherqm or q8n can be
omitted and finally the tensor can thus be written as

Mmn5c1gmn1c2PmPn1c3x~Pmqn1q8mPn!1c4q8mqn,
~A9!

whereci5ci(x
2,y). We can rearrange Eq.~A9! in terms of

two structures that are not gauge invariant and two that
separately gauge invariant
2-12
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Mmn5(
i 51

4

aiT i
mn

5a1gmn1a2PmPn1a3@4x2gmn24x~Pmqn1q8mPn!

14yPmPn#1a4
1
2 ~ygmn2q8mqn!. ~A10!
ys

. C

d

m
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Since the total Compton scattering amplitude is symme
under photon crossing andMA

mn is explicitly crossing sym-
metric, so mustMB

mn also be. Similarly, since the pole term
M pole

mn are crossing symmetric, alsoDMmn must have this
property. By the analogous reasoning as forMmn above, it
can be seen that the same tensors provide also an appro
basis for the expansion ofDMmn andMB

mn .
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